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My Overnight Trip 
to the Lakes 
Written by Robby Clark

A trip to the lakes can bring many simple moments of joy.

ACSF Reading and Writing Level 1
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I arrived at the lakes as the 

sun was going down.

The car was very hot from the long drive.

The first thing I saw was a black 

bird sitting on a rock.

The wind was blowing across the water.

As I started to unpack the gear and put 

up the tent the weather deteriorated.
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If that was not enough it started to rain.

As I sat inside the tent I got out 

the Esky ready for dinner.

After dinner I got the fishing gear 

out of the car and set all the rods up 

with lures ready for tomorrow.

I got inside my sleeping bag 
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and went to sleep.
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The next morning as soon as 

the sun was up, I got out of my 

sleeping bag, but I didn’t have a 

lot of time to have breakfast.

The sun was shining and I couldn’t 

wait to get out on the water.

I got inside the car and backed 

the trailer into the water.
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I pushed the boat off the trailer 

and I tied it to a rock.

I drove the car back to the  

tent, then at last I was ready to go fishing.
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I climbed into the boat and started it.

The sun was covered by a cloud 

so it was spot-on for fishing.

The fish were on the go and it didn’t 

take long to hook six or seven fat trout.
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It was the best trip ever.

I enjoy trout fishing, it’s the greatest.
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